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We are so happy that our school trip schedules are almost back in their pre-Covid schedule, and this week were
excited to take our learning outside the classroom once more, this time to the Great Yorkshire Show in
Harrogate. Fifty five BBG students took up the opportunity. The weather was beautiful, there was so much to see
and do, and lots of opportunities for students to gain some hands on experience. A couple of students took part
in a falconry demonstration, others in a cookery demonstration, and some had a go at needle felting for the first
time. For a few of them, meeting the Yorkshire Shepherdess, Amanda Owen, was a particular highlight.

This is always a very popular trip, and we can really see why. Year
11s, Dylan, Isaac and Owen recreated a photo that they had taken
when they attended the trip in Year 7!

Whilst we were all having fun at the Show, some members of our BBG community were working hard to get their
animals ready for showing. Brothers Clark and Billy Blockley and their cousin Zara Monks were showing their
longhorn cattle at the show and had a very successful few days. Zara was awarded Junior Champion for her
entry, Clark received a 3rd place rosette, and Billy a 4th place.
The family had had a busy couple
of days, and on the day of our visit
were taking part in the cattle
parade in the main arena. The
family have been taking part in the
Great Yorkshire Show since 1992,
and you may remember in 2019
Clark and his grandad featured in
the Channel 5 programme, Today
At The Great Yorkshire Show, as
they were competing against each
other. Sadly this year is the first
year competing at the Great
Yorkshire Show since their
grandmother passed away, but we
are sure she would be incredibly
proud of the younger members of
her family for keeping up the
family
traditions
and
being
amazingly successful.
Well done to Cark, Billy and Zara
on another fantastic achievement!
You are all awesome!

Books
Reading is one of the easiest, most efficient and educational ways to improve one’s
mental well-being. Unfortunately, many children, teens and adults alike cast it aside as
‘old-fashioned’, ‘boring’ and most tragically, ‘uncool’ - why are so many of these people
fixed on following the largest crowd, instead of trying new things that they could end up
loving?! For some people this isn’t the case – not everyone enjoys reading.
If you were to say that this was the case for everyone, I would contradict that with the
statement that ‘nerdy librarian’ is a term thrown around often. Feeling forced not to do
something or indulge in it as much as you might want to due to peer pressure is never a
good feeling.

This isn’t saying that you can’t do things you don’t enjoy to have something new to talk to
your friends about – in fact, I encourage that. A sport or game you hated years ago might
end up being one of your favourites if you give it another chance – a similar thing
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happened to me in primary school.
At the start of Year 5, everybody started bringing Pokémon cards into school for trading – at first, I thought it
was kind of lame. They cost money to buy, and I had no idea how to play the actual game they were used for.
In fact, I didn’t need to buy cards nor play the game to build an impressive (not by the standards of my peers,
however) deck of cards I could try to show off at school, and it all started by me trying something new. I started
with a card I borrowed from my friend, which I traded for a new card, then another, then another few, and... you
get the picture.
Then they got banned.
Hmph. Whatever.

What can’t, and never will, be banned is the joy of reading. I’m sure many of your initial experiences with
reading were that of your parents forcing you to read a book that just wasn’t for you, tears streaming down your
4-year-old face, screaming and promising yourself that you would never read a book again in your life.
Reading independently out of your own volition, despite its rarity in teenagers’ routines, is one of the best
feelings ever. One night, I was stuck reading chapter after chapter of ‘I Am Pilgrim’ (Terry Hayes) until I realised
it was 11:30 on a school night and that I was involved in the book so much that I lost track of time.
I’ve never had the luxury of feeling that before, and now I wish that I was a more avid reader in primary school.
For the first 4 years of primary, I read almost every day – the last 2 years, however, weren’t like that. My parents
tried to encourage me to read more, pointing out how much I used to read, but as the grumpy Year 6 I was, I
ignored them and spent the rest of my primary years doing nothing in my spare time.

Books
Even I, as someone who thinks social media is a colossal waste of time, admit that I
read less than I should, my free time being spent watching videogame tier lists on
YouTube and the like.
(If my parents are reading this, then I spend my spare time doing extra HegartyMaths
homework)
I still think I read more than the average high school student, and I enjoy it more too.
Still, some books might not be for you. Ironically, I for one, hate books aimed at
teenagers, as I find they try to be edgy and/or scary (Without proper commitment to the
horror genre), supposedly to appeal to a wider demographic – after all, nobody wants
their books to be ‘niche’.
Others might not like children’s books, which I can relate to, and others only like specific
genres. If you aren’t sure, hop into the school library and have an experiment.
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Everything’s free, and once it’s re-opened, you’ll have a huge variety of books to read and many talented library
assistants to help you out.
At the moment, I’m reading ‘I Am Pilgrim’ by Terry Hayes - I mentioned it earlier in the article - which I’d
recommend for high-level readers.
I’m also reading ‘The Whisperer in Darkness’ by H.P. Lovecraft, which, if you’re a fan of old-fashioned writing,
you’ll love, but if you aren’t acquainted with that style, you’ll end up reading more of the dictionary than of the
actual book. Still, a great read!

Things to do in the Holiday
The holidays are coming up soon and sometimes it can get quite boring when you’re
stuck in the house with nothing to do. So, I’m going to inform you on why you should be
more active over the holidays and help you with some ideas on what to do!
I am not going to sit here and tell you that you should never go on your phone because it
is really helpful to communicate with your friends that may be on holiday or unable to do
things with you over the holidays. However, sometimes it is good to give your mind a
chance to revive itself after endlessly scrolling on your phone. Over the holidays I am
challenging you to break the endless cycle of staring at your phone and get out the
house or even do some creative activities like:
• Getting dug into a new book either from a visit to the library or a book that a family
member has recommended to you and let you borrow. If you are not much a fan of
reading you can surprise your self on how much you love books and reading. I am
Pilgrim by Terry Hayes and the Shadow and Bone series by Leigh Bardugo are both
great books recommended for starter readers by Dexter Hughes and Cerys Barson
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• Baking can be a great way to bond with family or friends or can also be a great chance to do something by
yourself and collect your thoughts. Digging through my cupboard for ingredients and cooking up the most
random creations this world has ever seen is always a fun experience for me and my chief taste tester family.
Even though it is tough at first and can be hard work it gives you a change to build up more stamina and
resilience.
• To finish off, starting a new art project is super fun to do in a sunny garden. Even though you might not have
many supplies, get creative! Make something unique and creative from household items.
In conclusion the main thing to do over the holidays is to have fun and enjoy what ever you do. I hope my article
has given you some ideas and inspired you to do something over creative over this holidays.

Man on the Moon or Man in a Hollywood
Basement?
Did man really land on the moon in 1969? Many conspiracies and accusations have
been made about the first man on the moon, but are they right? We have lots of proof,
showing that America did make it to the moon, but we also have lots of evidence to
suggest that the first man on the moon was staged in a Hollywood studio.
In the 1960s, the countries in the Soviet Union were involved in a ‘Space Race’ -The
main competitors were the US and Russia, who were both desperate to beat each other
and be the first country to get man to the moon; but at the start of the 1960s, the US was
losing to Russia, who were the first country to get man into space. Were the US that
desperate that they faked the first man on moon?
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Before going to the moon, astronauts trained in a fake moon environment, which could have been used to fake
the first man on the moon. Although the rocket that America allegedly sent into space were tracked by several
countries using radars, the US could have sent out a signal tricking other countries into thinking that their rocket
made it to the moon. Bill Kaysing was a worker where the rockets were being made, and he claimed the rockets
did not work, but he was not an engineer or scientist. Was he right?
Whilst the astronauts were supposedly on the moon, they took many photos with cameras that use photographic
film. The temperature on the moon’s surface is very hot, hot enough that the film should have melted. This is
proof that the moon landing may well have been in a Hollywood basement. Although, in 2009, an American
satellite took pictures of the areas visited by the astronauts and the images show the tracks left by the astronauts.
Once again, this could have been faked by the American government, trying to convince the world that they were
the first country to get to the moon.

I think that the moon landing was faked in a Hollywood studio. I believe that the US sent out a rocket, not as large
as the one used in the studio, but one big enough to trick the world into thinking it made it to the moon. The rocket
that they actually sent into space went to the coordinates of the moon, but never landed there and the astronauts
staged the landing in a studio, similar to the one they used for training. This way, the US could make themselves
seem more powerful and intelligent, but is the truth now being discovered?

It is always lovely to hear about our students’ achievements outside school, and this week we found out about a
less usual success. Holly Grey of Year 10 has been a keen horse rider for a number of years, usually riding a
pony called Rosie. This weekend, however, she took to the ring with a slightly more petite companion- a
miniature Shetland pony called Jaffa Cake.
Jaffa Cake belongs to the stables
where Holly usually rides; Crossley
Farm Livery in Mirfield. He is too
small to be measured using the
usual system of hands, as he is
only two feet tall, and he definitely
can’t be ridden!
For last weekend’s competition, the
South Bradford Horse Show, Holly
had to lead Jaffa Cake around the
ring, form a line-up, stand him
square to show his stance to the
judge, and walk and trot him
around the ring. He must have
impressed the judge, as he was
awarded the rosette for first place.
Holly had a lovely time showing
Jaffa Cake, and his owner has
already asked her to show him
again in another competition next
month. Well done Holly! Maybe
Jaffa Cake could be our next
school pet!

Shetland Ponies have lived in the
Shetland Isles for more than 4,000 years.
They are typically no taller than 43
inches tall, and are know as being
particularly hardy, due to the tough
conditions on the islands.
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The students below have particularly impressed their teachers with their work in design subjects this week.
Some fantastic progress and incredibly positive attitudes. Well done!

BRADLEY NORTH
YEAR 10

EMILY ENGLISH
KAYCIE
WALLACE
YEAR
YEAR 11
10

OLIVER GALL
YEARHARTLEY
10
HAYDEN
YEAR 10

BENJAMIN GRAYSON
YEAR 10

Year 8 Food students have been learning about the history of the British tradition of afternoon tea. They
worked beautifully in groups to design and assemble their own versions this week. We were very proud of
them all, but yellow team were voted the most successful. A special mention to Olly who came along with
ready prepared ginger biscuit mixture to bake for everyone. A really lovely afternoon's work!

Mrs Voyce's Year 9
completed some
amazing work on
'Cherub – New
Recruit' the book
we have been
reading as a class.
What a supportive
class they are; they
are always kind and
supportive of each
other.

In Years 10 and 11,
students are to write and
perform a speech as part
of their GCSE English
Language course. This
week, Miss Cracknell
and Miss Ukadia’s class
were using the marking
criteria to constructively
give feedback to their
peers.

The final piece will be
filmed and marked by
next week – clear those
throats, folks; it’s your
time to shine!

The BBG Bookcase has certainly served us well over the last couple of
years – especially during lockdowns. Here are some of the favourites
that found their way into students 'to be read' piles last year. Have you
read any of these titles?
NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have
any queries about the suitability of a book before your child reads it.
Year 7

Year 8

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book
before your child reads it.

Year 9

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book
before your child reads it.

Year 11

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book
before your child reads it.

Year 10

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book
before your child reads it.

A Flying Start From Year 10
Year 10 have begun their first lessons of GCSE History in which they study both ‘Germany 1890-1945’ and
‘Health and the People’ by building upon their foundation of knowledge set in their Year 9 studies of the World
Wars and ‘The History Ideas’. In Paper 1, this has enabled students to recall knowledge of WWI before our focus
on the consequences of defeat for the German people. In Paper 2, their review of developments in ancient times
has aided an understanding of why many of these ideas continued in the Middle Ages. The History Department
has been impressed by the efforts of Year 10 students and their high standard of work to date.

Marking the 80th anniversary
of the Vél d'Hiv' roundup
The Vel' d'Hiv' Roundup (from French: Rafle du Vel'
d'Hiv', an abbreviation of Rafle du Vélodrome d'Hiver)
was a mass arrest of foreign Jewish families by French
police and gendarmes at the behest of the German
authorities, that took place in Paris on 16 and 17 July
1942. According to records of the Préfecture de Police,
13,152 Jews were arrested, including more than 4,000
children.

They were held at the Vélodrome d’Hiver ('Winter
Stadium') in extremely crowded conditions, almost
without food and water and with no sanitary facilities.
In the week following the arrests, the Jews were taken
to the Drancy, Pithiviers, and Beaune-la-Rolande
internment camps, before being shipped in rail cattle
cars to Auschwitz for their mass murder.
The roundup was one of several aimed at eradicating the Jewish population in France, both in the occupied zone
and in the free zone. French President Jacques Chirac apologised in 1995 for the complicit role that French
police and civil servants played in the raid. In 2017, President Emmanuel Macron more specifically admitted the
responsibility of the French State in the roundup and, hence, in the Holocaust.
Émile Hennequin, director of the city police, ordered on 12 July 1942 that "the operations must be effected with
the maximum speed, without pointless speaking and without comment."
Beginning at 4:00 a.m. on 16 July 1942, 9,000 French police started the manhunt. The Police force included
gendarmes, gardes mobiles, detectives, patrolmen and cadets; they were divided into small arresting teams of
three or four men each, fanning across the city. A few hundred followers of Jacques Doriot volunteered to help,
wearing armbands with the colours of the fascist French Popular Party (PPF).
In total 13,152 Jews were arrested. According to records of
the Paris Préfecture de Police, 5,802 (44%) of these were
women and 4,051 (31%) were children. An unknown number
of people managed to escape, warned by a clandestine
Jewish newspaper or the French Résistance, hidden by
neighbours or benefiting from the lack of zeal or
thoroughness of some policemen. Conditions for the
arrested were harsh: they could take only a blanket, a
sweater, a pair of shoes and two shirts with them. Most
families were split up and never reunited.
Some of those captured were taken by bus to an internment
camp in an unfinished complex of apartments and apartment
towers in the northern suburb of Drancy, the rest were taken
to the Vélodrome d'Hiver which had already been used as an
internment centre in the summer of 1941.

Head of MFL - Mme Djokovic:
Oliver Gall (Y10) and Scarlett Rushworth (Y10) - for making a good start to Year 10
French, showing knowledge and confidence (and well done for trying to sing in
French!)
Teacher: Mrs Clough
George Brown (Y11) and Daniel Jackson (Y11) - positive attitudes, increased effort,
great progress
Teacher: Ms Jones
Well done to the two teams who came joint first in the translation game; Theo Dufton,
Alfie Bates, Will Eklid and Josh Cunningham.
Teacher: Mrs Santry
Dexter Fish (Y9) - putting his considerable energy and enthusiasm into classwork and
homework – a great start to Year 9!
Amber Smith (Y9) - excellent score on her Seneca homework and great focus in class.

The Maths Department have enjoyed meeting many Year 6 students over recent weeks. During their
transition days, the students have used many different mathematical skills in their lessons, including,
probability, co-ordinates, drawing epicyloids, number work and even some algebra.

Using co-ordinates to create The Simpsons characters.

Finding number patterns and
an introduction to algebra.

Using a horse race to
understand the concept of
probability.

Using times tables to create
cardoids.

This week in Science, it's been another busy week with students learning inside and outside the classroom. Miss
Turner's class utilised the warm weather to make a water cycle in a bag. After learning about the stages in the
water cycle the class went outside and labelled a plastic bag with the different stages and then watched as the
energy from the sun caused the water to move through the stages.

Year 10 are still working their way through the ecology unit of work. This has involved sampling organisms on the
field to estimate a population size and looking at the different organisms within different habitats to complete a
biodiversity survey.
The topic then moved on to look at decomposition and the students carried out an investigation into how
temperature effects decomposition of milk, a very smelly practical! The students heated milk to different
temperatures and added the enzyme lipase to speed up the decay process. An indicator was added which
turned yellow when the milk had decayed. The experiment required a lot of patience as the both the heating of
the milk and the decay were slow processes, but the students rose to the occasion and completed the practical
with ease.

This week in the news we have
seen how ecologists are
solving problems in the real
world. Grey squirrels are an
invasive species who have
decimated the population of
the native red squirrel. Grey
squirrels damage trees by
ripping off the bark to get to the
sap underneath and carry the
squirrel pox virus, to which
they are immune but kills the
red squirrels. So, scientists
have come up with an
interesting solution to the
problem,
Nutella
laced
contraceptives.
The team have developed a special feeding hopper with a
weighted door designed to keep out species other than
squirrels. The plan is to bait the hoppers with pots of a
hazelnut paste greys find "irresistible" and which will be
laced with the new contraceptive.

The scientists are also exploring special feeders to be used
in areas where there are both red and grey squirrels. These
will be triggered by a plate which weighs the animals and
only lets the heavier greys get access to the bait.
Another development
we have seen in
science this week is the
release of the first
images from the James
Webb telescope, seen
as a successor to
Hubble. The Webb
telescope has been
specifically tuned to see
infrared radiation (light
with longer wavelengths
than our eyes can see).
This will give us the
ability to look deeper
into the universe and
could allow us to see
events occurring more
than 13.5 billion years
ago!

Nicola Leadbeatter
Focus on research for
coursework

Isobel Watson
For completing the
Destination Appeal task

Abigail Taylor
Putting in time and effort to
reach the coursework
deadline of the end of term!

Ruby-Lou Aston
Putting in time and effort to
reach the coursework
deadline of the end of term!

Billy Sampson
For completing the
Destination Appeal task

Gemma Davies-Carr
Putting in time and effort to
reach the coursework
deadline of the end of term!

Holly Kershaw
Putting in time and effort to
reach the coursework
deadline of the end of term!

Libby Kershaw
Putting in time and effort to
reach the coursework
deadline of the end of term!

Matthew
Addison
For always making the
effort and using his
manners.

Heather Millaird
For always being polite
and respectful.

Neve Whittaker
For continuous excellent
behaviour.

GEORGE TAYLOR

THOMAS BROWN

Fantastic start to the
year, great mindset
and a pleasure to have
in the form.

Thomas has had a great
start to Year 9. He has a
mature attitude, is polite
and well mannered.
Thomas is a great member
of the form and always has
a smile on his face. Keep up
the good work Tom. Well
done.

SAM DURRANT

IMOGEN ATKINSON

Always being on time
and having all his
equipment in form.

For improvement in
attitude and behaviour.

LUCAS STEAD

IZZY DAWSON
100% positive attitude and
effort in lessons

MATTHEW
FURNESS
Showing resilience and
confidence in lessons
Showing fantastic resilience
in Sports Day

ROSIE
FLANAGAN
Being cheerful and positive
mindset

LEWIS RIDER
LOLA
THOMPSON

Great progress in lessons
especially History

Great start to GCSE studies

CHLOE
LAMBTON
Making great progress in GCSE
lessons

ROSA TAYLOR
Excellent start and effort in
Year 10

STARS OF THE WEEK
GEMMA DAVIES-CARR AND RUBY HILTON

For always getting on with her work and being
kind

For always being first in form and a wonderfully
happy student

https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk/

Ofsted Parent View questions
My child is happy at this school

My child feels safe at this school

The school makes sure its students are well behaved

My has been bullied and the school dealt with the
bullying quickly and effectively

The school makes me aware of what my child will
learn during the year

When I have raised concerns with the school they
have been dealt with properly

Does your child have special educational needs
and/or disabilities (SEND)?

The school has high expectations for my child

My child does well at this school

The school lets me know how my child is doing

There is a good range of subjects available to my child
at this school

My child can take part in clubs and activities at this
school

The school supports my child’s wider personal
development

I would recommend this school to another parent
(yes or no)

Free online safety
resources and training
for parents

On Thursday and Friday last week, the Year 8, 9 and 10 sports days took place. The weather was fantastic and
the spirits were high.
Students kicked off the events with the games activities. Each form had to field a Football, Rounders and Netball
team to compete in a round robin tournament format. They played against all other tutor groups and were given
points based on their finishing positions. During this time, tutor groups also went to compete in the throwing
events. Every student took part in either Javelin, Discus or Shot Putt. There were given points based on the
distance that they threw.
After this, all students gathered on the grass banking next to the track and the running events took place. Tutor
groups had representatives competing in 800m, 400m, 200m, 100m, 4x100m relay and the High Jump. We also
had a Tug of War competition in the middle of the track whilst these events were happening.
There were some fantastic performances throughout each day and there were plenty of year group and whole
school records set. A summary of the results are below. Highlighted in yellow are Year group records and
highlighted in green are whole school records:
Year
8

Boys
Time

Name

Girls
Time

Name

800m

2.41

Olly Burnett

2.56

Maisy Austin

400m

1.18

Lucas Manby

1.27

Emily Onyszko

200m

31 sec

Ethen Gartside

37sec

Mae Evans

100m

14sec

Caelan Cadamarteri

17sec

Amelia Birkenshaw

Relay

1.05

8.3 Theodore Holland, Noah
Mcglone, Oliver Ward, Joshua
Hinchliffe

High Jump

1.25m

Jack Leck

1.3m

Lilleigh Wright
Leah hardy

8.6 Charlotte Hrading, Evie Jackson,
Maisy Austin, Ava Halloran

Shot Putt

6.2m

Logan Thorpe

4.89m

Discus

19m

Oliver Ward

10.7m

Niamh Reilly

Javelin

19.2m

Ben Davis

13.6m

Leah Hallas

Winning form
Football

8.1

Netball

8.3

Rounders

8.4

Tug of War

8.5

Year
8

Boys
Time

Name

800m

Girls
Time

Name

3.09

Imogen Atkinson

1.13

Sam Tempest

1.24

Blaise Edwards

14s

James Hirst

17s

Frankie Ereira

Relay

56sec

9.1 Oliver Barstow, Korey
Whitehead, Alfie bates, Owen
Sheard

1.05

9.6 Imogen Atkinson, Jess Rahman,
Mary Turpin, Elissa Kilburn

High Jump

1.3m

Thomas Brown

1.35m

Hannah Porter

Shot Putt

7.9m

Isaac Dale

7.32m

Cerys Barson

Discus

19.4

Finley Supple

14.8m

Hanifa Alade

Javelin

22.1

Leo Margison

13.3m

Evie Smales

400m

200m
100m

Winning form
Football

9.6

Netball

9.6

Rounders

9.3

Tug of War

9.6

Year
10

Boys
Time

Name

Girls
Time

Name

800m

2.29

Arlo Coubrough

3.25

Millie Crick

400m

1.04

Louie Sykes

1.19

Emily Boyce

200m

28 sec

Seb Bartocha

31 sec

Angelique Ali

100m

13s

Alex Carroll

16s

Olivia Baker

Relay

56 sec

10.6 Arlo Coubrough, Will
Wilkinson, Alfie Davision, Evan
McMillan

1.04

10.6 Aoife Sugden, Emily Boyce,
Angelique Ali ,Emilia Stockhill

High Jump

1.3m

Harvey Carr

1.25m

Cassidy Smith, Ruby Woodcock

Shot Putt

11.9m

Will Wilkinson

6.11m

Lydia Holdsworth

Discus

24.6m

Ted Lowe

15.3m

Shelby Freeman

Javelin

23.3m

Harry Swain

17.3m

Izzy Dawson

Winning form
Football

10.2

Netball

10.5

Rounders

10.2

Tug of War

10.6

Maddison
Goldthorpe
Great effort and
progress in high jump

Jacob Stone
Great application of
learning in PE this
week

Maisie Morley

Happi Ainsworth

Consistently positive
attitude and effort in PE

Consistently positive
attitude and effort
towards PE

Betsy Nichols

Imogen Barnes

Fantastic engagement
and desire to improve

Brilliant effort in
athletics

Ruby Hirst
Great attitude and
engagement in
rounders

William
Wilkinson
Excellent performance
in discus

What a week for rugby league! Many of our BBG students play for clubs outside of school in rugby league,
particularly the Blue Dogs and it has been a delight to be able to see so many of them shine in the Bradford and
Keighley Community Challenge Cup. In the four finals we had BBG students in every age group and every
winning team!
First up were the U13 girls who were dominant from the start, with 15
BBG students representing the Blue Dogs winning with ease 54-0 and
Imogen Atkinson taking the Player of the Match trophy.
The under 13 boys, not to be outdone also led from the start with a try
within the first minute from Olly Ward, who went on to win Player of the
Match.
The U13 boys had a tougher ride, leading in the first half but defending
for the honour in the second, clinging on to victory in the final minutes.
James Hirst with an incredible full length try and subsequent Player of
the Match.
A bitter sweet ending for the evening with Blue Dogs not quite able to
stand up to the strength and size of the much larger West Bowling U14
boys team. BBG students, Milo Bostock and Alfie Duree, both competing
for West Bowling secured the victory but with incredible fighting spirit
from the Blue Dogs right to the final whistle. BBG students in both teams!
It was a real pleasure
to be invited to, and
to watch our students
at
the
incredible
Odsal stadium.
A real credit to
themselves, to their
parents and to BBG.
We are very proud of
each and everyone
of them. We can’t
wait to see them
transferring
those
skills to the rugby
union field next year
for school.

